CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

After obtaining and analyzing the data in the previous chapter, the researcher present the conclusion and suggestion at the last part of this study. The conclusion is drawn based on the formulated research questions while suggestion is intended to give additional information to the next researchers who are interested in doing the similar research in the future.

1. The main characters on “Jhonny English Reborn” movie flout the maxims of quality, quantity, and manner when they broke the utterances in delivering their opinion with other character by using the utterances in the form of rhetorical strategies, such as: metaphor, overstatement, and rhetorical question.

2. The main characters on “Jhonny English Reborn” movie also hedge the maxim in their conversation when the utterances produced by the main characters are not totally accurate but they seem informative, well founded and relevant. They hedge the maxim of quality when they deliver the information which is lacks adequate evidence and because they do not know what exactly needs by the hearer. Besides that, they also hedge the maxim of quantity when the information in their utterances are not as much or as precise as it might be expected. At last, they hedge the maxim of relation when the information is not as relevant at the stage at which it occurs.
5.2 Suggestion

Based on the findings of this research, the researcher suggests that it will be one of additional references in the field of discourse. The researcher also suggests to the next researcher that can use the Grice’s theory to do a research in the same field. In addition, the researcher also suggests the next researchers use other relevance theories to investigate different topics in the same area of the research.